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Farming systems ia the lowland humid tropics as elsewhere, are a consequence 

of the interaction of complex bio-physical and socio-economic relationships. 

Further, the time sequence of the flow of inputs, many of which are beyond 

the control of the farmer, and the flow of output results in the farmer 

operating in a dynamic, uncertain environment. 

It is within such a conceptual framework that the evaluation of soil conser-

vation and associated management strategies should ideally take place. 

However, whether the evaluation of alternative soil management strategies does 

take place within such a framework is affected by a number of consideration. 

Among the more important are: 

a. the current state of knowledge concerning the relationships of the 

system; 

b. the cost, time involved, and technical feasibility of gathering 

additional information; and 

c. the teclmiques available for analysing the information. 
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Past attempts to evaluate soil conservation strategies have been limited for 

a number of reasons. First , the analytical models used ,",ere deterministic , 

no provision being made for the variable nature of the erosion process with 

its resultant influence on costs and returns and so on patterns of farm in

come through time . Second the data used were usually highly specific for 

example , with respect to management strategies , soil types and weather con

ditions which limited the generality of the conclusions drawn from the 

study . Third the models developed represented marked abstractions from 

reality , due in part to a lack of knowledge concerning system interrelation

ships but also due to computational limitations of the techniques used. 

One means of overcoming some of the above restrictions is through the use of 

simulation techniques which are ideally suited to the analysis of complex 

systems [Dent and P~derson. 19711. In a simulation study a model is con

structed which is anticipated to behave in the same manner as the system 

does in the real world. The "performance" ' of the system under alternate 

input patterns and decision rules ~y then be studied in an experimental 

environment without actually incurring the penalties of putting the system 

into operation . There are of course , many difficulties associated ~nth both 

model construction and subsequent experimentation. These problems include 

identifying the important variables defining the structure of the model : 

the availability of data for specifying relationships in the model ; validation 

of the model and its components and the interpretation of results obtained 

from experimentation with the model. 
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In this paper a atmu1ation model designed to evaluate various soil con

servation practices is discussed. The study area for which the model 

was built is an intensively cropped region with a relatively high poten

tial for soil erosion in thc sub-tropical ,yheat grmvinF, areas of east-

central Australia . 

THE BIO-ECONOlITC HODEL 

Figure 1 , taken from Dumsday [197lJ , depicts the more important relation

ships included in the bio--economic simulation model of the soil conserva

tion system. The circled factors in Figure 1 represent the points of 

entry into and exit from the system. For example , specification of soil 

t}~C determines the internal factors of inherent soil erodability, infilt

ration characteristics and depth of soil horizons . The choice of cropping 

system implies a possible set of cultivation practices, sowing dates and 

so on . The factors of weather, cropping system, soil type , topography , 

ma.,agement control practices , production costs , and input-output prices 

set the boundaries of the system to be synthesised. The values adopted 

for these factors , in association with the aosumed bio-physical relation

ships between the internal factors , ultimately determine the output from 

the system of prime interest , in this case , net revenue. 

Space does not permit a detailed description of the model which has been 

reported by Dumsday [1971 , 1973J. Suffice it to mention that the model 

vas based largely on data and relationships reported by Australian Ferti

lizers Limited [1968J _ Boughton [1965J . Fav7cett [1968J, Flinn [1968J, 
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Wischmeier and Smith [1958, 1962, 1955) , New South Wales and Queensland 

Departments of Soil Conservation and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. 

The empirical form of these relationships are found , their use and limi-

tations discussed III Dunsday [1973) (a copy is in the IITA Library). The 

more important relationships used in the rainfall-erosion component of 

the model are listed in Table 1 . 

Tahle 1 Relationships embedded in the erosion component of the simulation 
modeL 

Relationship Source 

weather sequences from site and generated 

kinetic energy of rainstorm , KE W and s* [1958) 

index of total storm erosion potential , EI derived from met. data 

inherent erodability of soil type i H and S [1962) 

expected ratio of soil loss ., LS Wand S [1965) 

LS and stage of crop growth " " 

LS under fallmi/stubble .. " 

LS under contour cultivation 
., 

" 

length limits for contour cultivation " 

estimation of runoff Boughton [1965) 

stubble production Fawcett [1968) 

* W and S = Wischmeier and Smith. 
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The simulation model essentially consisted of tHO separate sections. 

The first dealt l<ith bio·physical aspects of the system, the second l<ith 

economic aspects. 

The bio-physical section of the model '~as divided into three phases. The 

first phase inputs initial data concerning soil characteristics, topogra

phical factors , mechanical control practices , soil plant relationships, 

plant··atmosphere relationships , soil loss ratios as related to stage of 

crop grovth and stubble cover and potential crop yields for the specified 

soil type. The second phase of the section operated on a daily basis ~nd 

"as pril!larily concerned .nth computing , given the present state of the 

systen. crop growth and soil loss as a consequence of the Heather (pan 

evaporation and rainfall) which prevailed on that day. The only input to 

this phase "as daily weather , ... hich was either drawn from an historicel 

sequence or generated from historical distributions. The final phase of 

the bio·-physical section accu;nulated soil loss for each production period 

and adjusted tbe depth of eqeh soil horizon to its value for the subsequent 

production period . The annual output of the model consisted of totals 

for climatic variables (evaporation , erosive potential of storm rain, 

rainfall) and system output (deep percolation , runoff, soil loss and crop 

yield) . 

The economic section of the modal was initiated by setting prices for 

fertilizer inputs p~d crop outputs , costs of construction, mainten2Dce 

and reconstruction associated with mechanical control practices, nnd those 
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variable crop production costs which were held constant for a given 

simulation run. Parameter values were th~, specified for the fertility 

gradients of the soil profile , fertilizer response , proportion of land 

removed from production by mechanical control practices , and discount rates . 

The final inputs ware the production data generat~d from the first section 

of the model . For each production period of the simulation run the model 

outputs were fertilizer allocation and discounted net revenue pe r acre for 

the specified discount rates . 

SOIL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

A farmer is faced with a large array of alternatives for manipulating 

those factors in his farminp' system which are under his control. The mana

gers problem is to salect within his constraint set , those policies or 

decision rules which, when i mplemented , assist him in ~oving towards his 

personal goals. When considering soil management , there are three groups 

of practices , discussed below . which will importantly determine the rate 

of soil loss , crop yields and as a result farm profits over time . 

One set of decisions concerns the choice of length and type of summer 

fallow. Because much of the annual rainfall in the study area is received 

in the summer most farmers fallow their land at this time for 4 to 6 

months . An increase in the length of f a llow may. L~ ~ny seasons , result 

in an increase in the quantity of moisture stored for use by the subse

quent crop. However , there '>ill also usually be a concomitant increase in 

the frequency of cultivations and in the exposure of soil to erosive storms. 
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For a given length of fallo~ the frequency and type of cultivation may 

be varied . or intra· fallow cultivation Day be replaced by chemical "eed 

control. 

A second set of decisions concerns the treatment of crop residues. Crop 

stubble mny be mulched or burned . The effectiveness of stubble mulching 

in reducing erosion during fallo" and the early stages of srowth of the 

following crop will largely depend on the quantity of stubble "'hich in 

turn varies with the production of vegetative netter by the previous crop. 

Disadvantages of stubbl~ mulchinr nay be an increased requirement for 

applied nitrogen and mechanical difficulties in cultivating ",here large 

quantities of stubhle are present . (In the study area approximately 50 

percent of farmers burn their stubbles while the other 50 percent practise 

stubble oulching) . 

The third set of decisions concerns the use of nechanical control measures. 

These measures included contour cultivation, contour strip cropping, and 

contour and graded terrace (or bank) systems. Terrace systems divide slope 

into discrete segments . effectively reducing slope lengths. Various terrace 

types, spacing and capacities will result in different levels of soil and 

moisture conservation and different costs. 

In addition to the three sets of canageoent decisions discussed above, the 

model takes specific accolli,t of the effect of 90il loss on the optimal 

rates of fertilizer application. That is, the trade off between substi

tuting fertilizer for eroded top soil could be assessed "ithin the model. 
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DESIGN OF SIlIDLATION EXPERIMENTS 

The nodel could be used to run numerous experiments to coapare large 

number of treatgents. However . in common with most research projects, 

available ti~e and funds imposed limits on the amount of experimentation 

actually performed. 

Each of the selected treatments were run over 5 separate SO year periods 

using statistically generated weather data , The choice of a SO year 

period "as largely arbitrary, however a number of considerations led to 

the use of this time horizon . First , experience when developing the model 

had shown that the differences between most treatments had become esta-

blished within a period of 20 to SO years. Secondly , fa~ers in the study 

area seemed to regard SO to 70 years as an upper limit to their planning 

horizons. Thirdly , uncertainty concerning future technological and eco-

nomic change L~creases ~<ith time and has the effect of reducing the use-

fulness of infornation generated for distant time periods. Finally, for 

the non- zero discount rates chosen the relative ,·;eights assigned to net 

revenues became small by the time the fifth decade 'las reached. l 

Ten "environments" , Table 2 (which consisted of two soil types with 

various depths or A and B horizon , length and degree of field slope) and 

I Discount rates were chosen to represent ~ zero of time preference (0 per
cent), an opportunity rate of return on low risk investment (6 percent), 
medium risk investment (10 percent) , and marginal investment (25 percent). 
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eleven manage~ent systems (Table 3) were selected to give 110 experimental 

treatments . Thp. choice of environmeuts covered extremes from lo<~ levels 

of erosion hazard (environments 4 , 9) to high levels of erosion hazard 

(environments 2. 7) and ,TaS centred on modal combinations of soil depth and 

field slope for each soil type. The choice of ~agement systems covered 

cxtrenes from low (system 10) to high (Syst0M ~) potential rates of use of 

soil resources ~,d was centred on ~~nagement practices most likely to be 

relevant to existing or potential cropping systp.ms for the study area. 

BEST HANAGEHENT SYSTEHS FOR EACH ENVIROINENT 

The most profitable management system of those tested in each environment, 

at each discount rate '. • .. as selected on the bnsis of the mean and co-

efficient of variation2 of the cumulative net revenue generated by the 

simulation model for a 50 year period. The management systems selected 

on this basis are presented in Tables 4 p.nd 5 along with the mean soil 

loss and cumulative net revenUe corresponding to each system. In general, 

systems incurring high rates of soil loss also suffered low naan levels of 

cumulative reVenue and high coefficients of variation. 

2As the coefficient of variation rives a neasure of the relative dispersion 
of outcomes about the nean, it was used as an indicator of the level of 
risk associatec with a particular management system . Decision-making cri
teria which taka explicit ~ccount of risk have been described [e.g. Dillon 
1971 , Dillon and lillderson. 1971J and could be eoployed in analysis of the 
output generated by the model . 
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Table 2 F..xpcrii:.!en tal environments used in simulation runs. 

Environment Soil Depth of Depth of Length of Degree of 
.'1 

Nut:lber Type Hodz. A Horiz. B Field Slope Field Slope 

(EIlI) (mID) (n) (%) 

1 RBE 50 150 60 4 
2 RBE 50 150 180 12 
3 REF 100 300 120 8 
4 RBE 150 4SfJ 60 4 
S REF ISO 450 1CO 12 

5 BE 100 301) 120 2 
7 BE 100 300 36'1 6 
g BE 150 450 2M) 4 
9 BE 200 600 120 L 

10 BE 200 600 360 6 

a RBE = Red Brolo1;1 Earth BE = Black Earth 

Table 3 . Management systems evaluated in sir.ru1ation model. 

Management 
Syste", 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

!l 

9 

10 
11 

11anagement 
Practices 

al b2 c2 d3 
e 2 b2 c2 d3 
al b1 cz d3 
3 1 b 3 Cz d 3 
3 1 b2 c1 <13 

a
1 

b
2 

c
3 

d
3 

a1 b2 c2 til 
a1 b2 c2 d2 
"2 b3 c3 d3 
al bl c1 dl 

"2 b2 c 2 d2 

Ke'7 to Management 
Practices 

3 stubble rn-'lnagement 
31 stubble l.,ft 

a2 stubble removed 

b lecgth of fallow 
hI 2 months 
b2 4 Ctonths 
b3 6 months 

c frequ2ncy of cultivation 
during fallow 
ci 1 cultivation 
c2 3 cultivations 

c
3 

5 cultivations 

d mechanical control practices 
dl terracing 
d2 contour cultivation 
d3 up and dolo1;1 slope (vertical) 

cultivation 
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It Has apparent from the sinulation output th.~t , for all environl!lents , 

managel!lent syste~s conhining stubble burning with vertical cultivation 

(i . e . systep~ 2 and 9) produced marked reductions in net revenue and increa

ses in soil loss relative to the results for other systens . These effects 

becafle apparent after relatively short (5 t o 10 years) periods of tine. It 

was assumed that contour cultivation alone was not effective in reducing 

soil loss faT some combinations of slope length and degree of slope. Thus, 

for env~ronments 2, 3. 5, 7 , 8 and 10 , the net revenue streams for manage

ment systems 8 and 11 "ere identical to those for sy'3terns 1 nnd 2 , respec

tively. 

A broad conclusion that ",ay be reached from the results Sh01ffi in Tables " 

and 5 is that the best systems for all environments tend to be those employ

ing relativaly 10" rates of use of soil resources . This conclusion held 

even faT relatively !"Iigh discount rates. However , the best system '7as 

not always that which minimizes soil loss (syste~ 10) . even for a zero 

discount rate . The break-even costs for mini~zing soil loss . shown in 

Tables 4 end 5, are the cunolative net revenue, at each discount rate, for 

the selected systeo less that for system 10 . 

The adjusted break-even costs must also take account of the productive state 

of the soil resourc~s at the end of the planning period. Thus, the standard 

formular for net present value was modified to take this fact into account . 

This adjustment r~sulted in management system 10 becoming the best system 

for environnents 3 and ry at zero discount rates . Other than that, the 

adjustnents had little effect on break-even cost for mininizing soil loss. 
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Tablc 4. Break even costs for minimizing soil loss on red-brown earths. 

Hanage- Break-even 
Environ- Minimum Discount nent Soil Cumulative Costs for Adjusted 

Eent Soil Rate SysteJ:l Loss Net IIinimizing Breek-even 
Loss Salected Revenue Soil Loss Cost 

(rn) (%) (=) ($/ha) ($/ha) ($/ha) 

1 14 0 10 14 693 0 0 
6 8 21 214 6 4 

10 8 21 139 12 12 
25 8 21 60 16 16 

2 57 0 10 57 l,13 0 0 
6 10 57 127 0 0 

10 3 191 79 I, 3 
25 3 191 49 32 32 

3 29 0 3 101 1285 30 0 
6 3 101 452 67 64 

10 3 101 301 64 64 
25 3 101 135 50 50 

4 13 0 10 13 2221 0 0 
6 3 14 718 12 11 

10 8 14 460 15 15 
25 8 II, 193 16 16 

5 50 0 10 50 1802 0 0 
6 3 250 612 41 32 

10 3 250 414 58 57 
25 3 250 186 54 54 

Although an infinite adjusted break-even cost was associated tY.ith environ-

meat 10 at zero discount rate it could be expected that the differences 

between the net revenue streams for systems 1, 8 and 10 would not remain 

constant L~ perpetuity , and that system 10 would eventually prevail. 
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Table 5 Break-even costs for minimizing soil loss on Black earths 

Miniwum 
}tanag2- Break-even 

ment Cumulative Costs for Adjusted Environ·· Soil Discount Soil Net 
£lent Loss Rate Syst"r 

Loss Hinimizing Break-even 
Selected Revenue Soil Loss Cost 

(=) (%) (""") ($/ha) ($/ha) (S/ha) 

6 10 (l 10 10 2216 0 0 
6 !l 15 709 5 3 

10 3 24 455 10 10 
25 3 24 192 13 13 

7 18 0 10 18 1847 0 0 
6 3 136 629 54 46 

10 3 136 420 64 63 
25 3 13f. 186 55 55 

8 14 0 10 14 2888 0 0 
6 5 54 917 2 0 

10 5 54 587 14 13 
25 5 54 242 18 18 

9 10 0 8 13 3246 45 0 
6 8 13 1040 26 26 

10 8 13 658 23 23 
25 8 13 267 17 17 

10 17 0 18 122 3037 309 
6 1,8 122 1004 153 153 

10 1 , 3 122 643 113 118 
25 1 , 8 122 265 71 71 

As would be anticipated, management systems employing low (or near enough 

to zero) rates of use of soil resources were the best systems for all environ-

ments if production "as considered in perpetuity and a zero rate of time 

preference waS assuned. However , while these conditions meet the requirements 

of the " true" conservationist , many farm operators , and Governments. may 
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fur quite 1egitill'.ate reasons, adopt non--zero discount rates. 

For the non·-zero retef: <lssumed , the lise of terr;tce systems (7 , 10) is 

questionable for ~st situations. On the ot~er hand , the best systems 

involved shorter periods of stmn:ler fe1lo" thsn are commonly used in the 

study area. Chemical cultivstion appeared in the selected systems for 

environment 8 (Black Earths), otherwise the best systems for Red-Brown 

Earths and Black Earths "ere similar . The benefits, in terms of moisture 

conservation , of heavy cultivation for weed control during the fallow 

period (system 6) appeared to be outweighed by the costs incurred through 

loss of soil structure.. Contour cultivation , in the absence of other 

mechanical control practices , appeared in the best management systems for 

several environments. 

SOIL CONSERVATION MODELS FOR THE LOll'.A'lD HUllID TROPICS? 

The nodel discussed above was developed for a sub-tropical region charac

terised by large (approximately 400 hectare) hig~ly mechanised farms. In 

this region wheat is grmm as a Eonoculture on l:md slopes seldoo exceeding 

eight percent. Such farming systems are in stark contrast to the agri

cultural technology employed in the majority of the lowland humid tropics 

of 1·lest Africa. Here most farns are soall (less than 2 P.a . ) , labor inten

sive with systens of inter <lnd reley cropping : shifting cultivation is used 

to restore soil structure and fertility. 



Obviously the sinulation nodel cannot be tr&~sferred without drastic 

modification , even if the dat,,?- "'ere "vailable. froA the large holder of 

the sub-tropics to the s~3l1 holder of the hW'id tropics. However. the 

nodel nay vithout structural change , be applicable to assess the econo

mic and soil loss consequences of large scale . sole crop , l1echanised farns 

being developed by Governments and priva te enterprise in the high forest 

and derived savannah zones of Hest !.frica. The l'roblen of course , of 

using the tlodel , even for these 'commercial fe=" in the L,n . T, is the 

paucity of relevant crop , veather anrl ~cono~ic data . 

Yet , these data constraints are beconing less of a bottleneck. The work 

for example, of Roose [1ge7J and Lal [1975J amonR others . to relate the 

erodability of a stOrt:! to crop !lUd soil conditions in Hest Africa is pro

viding the class of information required for predictive crop-'erosion 

models to be developed. Further, advances made in sta tistical generation 

of weather data froo limited weather records [e.g. Phillips, 1971J may 

result in the lack of long teIT<! weather records not being a oajor impedi

ment to the computer testinr of various soil management strategies. 

The type of erosion control practices appropriate to larger fa~ may be 

completely irrelevant for the sIl'.allfarmer who is likely to continue inter

cropping and shifting cultivation for several decades. Conservation systems 

for the smallholder will probably need to rely on the selection of crop , 

mulChing , weed control and cultivation practices, and the timing of these 
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operations for their success as opposed to the use of strJctural erosion 

control measures. The need to cater for a large number of crops , cropping 

systems , foms of cultivation and crop residue EanageEent will undoubtedly 

make the required bio·econoEic p.odels p.or~ complex than the one reported, 

in addition to making it costly and time consuming to assemble the eBPiri

cal data . 

wnen developing a crop-soil erosion si~3tor for tro~ical systens, two 

assuMptions not bio'physical in nature , reasonable in the sub-tropical 

model are questionable for the small farner system. First , in the model 

reported , the present value of the net income stream was the choice crite

ria for selecting the most preferred soil management practice. The nature 

of the saallfarmers preferences nay susgest an alternative choice crite

rion (e.g. that which ensures stability of food production over time ; 

minindses labor or capital expenditure subject to a threshold level of 

output. etc . ). to be ~ore appropriate . Second, riven the constraints 

faced by the s~llfarmar -- those of liquidity , scarcity of labor and often 

land , suggests that the nature of the erosion technology tested should 

be neither capital nor labor intensive . This fact may be particularly 

important as it appears that many smallfarners do not regard erosion as 

one of their major farming proble~ [Willia~s et al. 1975J . 

In summary , both conceptual and data problems exist when developing 

simulation models of soil conservation systems for the snallfarmer. This 

does not infer that the time is not ripe for soil scientists, agronomists 

and economists to pool their expertise to develop such models . Simulation 
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models may be constructed from dat~ collected from a variety of sources, 

hence progress can be rapid this feature represents one of the chief 

advantages of s1-~lation methods [Angus et al. 1974], especially for 

regions which do not have a long history of agricultural research. Often 

these are the same regions for which the pressures on agriculture are grea

test . In such regions the continual denand for new and more successful 

crop production systems C~~ make life very difficult for agricultural 

researchers relying on field and laboratory methods. The increasing avail

ability of computer systems should enable these researchers to comple~ent 

more traditional research ~ethods with simulation procedures . This app

roach offers the possibilities of : 

a . increasing the number of new cropping systems that may be examined 

for a given bundle of research resources . 

b. reducing the time taken to obtain information on system performance 

under varying economic and waather conditions . 

c. markedly reducing the time and research resources required to examine 

the long-run bio-economic effects of systems aimed at soil conserva

tion &.d 

d . providing the basis for more purposive field and laboratory research. 
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